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in Joel 2:26, that if that )u.z±ixt had continued the people would be

embarassed forever. As long as they existed as a nation they would be em

barrassed and in misery if they are a source ammounting to anything in the

world ....k...cut off by these locust destructions. And so they won't be

embarrassed forever. That is, I would incline to ut it with the embarrassed

rather than with the not. Are we going to be embarrassed for ever? No, we

won't be embarrassed forever. On the otherhand you see, you can take it

I won't be embarrassed now, I won't be embarrassed any time 'in the future.

I don't think that's what this says. Won't be embarrassed in the future.

I don't think it means that. I think it means we won't be embarrasses right

along for a long while .

.....this particular thing is not going to be a perpetual state of u

misery 5-?

SH: In other words, this ust relates to maybe the next fifty or a

hundred years.

AAM: No, it stops it altogether. That is, the ii embarrassment from the

locusts which is allowed to continue might be a matter for ten thous$and

years.

SH: So they will never be plagued with locusts again.

WA:5plagues will have an end, in other words. This plague

is not etenral. This plagued will have an end. This plagued is not to be

an eternal plague. This attack you have.

SH: But I thought the thing was already over, as far ....6....

AAM: Yes, it is, he is assuring them of it 6promise for pernian-

ence2Wx. You wiiij eat in plenty, and be satisfied, and praise the name of

the Lord your God, who has dealt wonderously with you. How has He dealt

wonder$'ously with you? Well, he has brought to an end and seemed to insure

perpetual 6 You xui±ig loose everything you have. There

is no way you can possibly regain it. You are in a state of perpetual

poverty. I bring your ±xz1 perpetual poverty to an end. That doesn't

mean that you might not make another mistake and get yourself in the same
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